


INTRODUCTION

Comquer, the Department of Commerce of Kalindi
College, University of Delhi presents the first ever edition
of our departmental newsletter 'name of the newsletter'.

This newsletter brings a glance to various webinars and
competitions organised by our department throughout the
year 2020-2021, current affairs related to commerce and
trade and a students corner consisting of articles and
artworks by talented students of our department.

The primary objective of our team is to stimulate interest of
our peers in this dynamic world of commerce and to
encourage them to work more promptly towards their ideas.

This newsletter makes us feel accomplished and we hope
that Comquer and 'name of the newsletter' will continue to
evolve and carry on with new editions every year.

Regards,
Team Comquer



PREFACE

It gives us great pleasure in
presenting the first newsletter
'Name of the Newsletter' of
Comquer- The Commerce Society
of Kalindi College. In the
newsletter the emphasis is on the
news related to business and
economics and the events held in
the academic year 2020-21.
To maintain the interest of the
students, we asked them for their
entries to provide a  good Chance
for showcasing their work. 
 The text is Lucid and to the point.
It is hoped that this newsletter will
be found useful for the students. A
Lot of toil and sweat went into
this preparation of this 
 Newsletter. We hope that it will
help the students in building
interest in news related to
commerce and economics.
Feedback and suggestions are
always welcome.

Sheryl Sandberg

Pg No. 15
WOMEN IN C-SUITE

By Jayati Bharadwaj
(President)
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Vaishali thakur

 अ�ा सुनो

Ridhi Agarwal

अ�ा सुनो
अब जो तू �का है
इस भीड़  म� खड़ा है
तू अब भी है अकेला
इस सोच म� पड़ा है
जीता है या हारा 
उलझन म� फँसा है
�या खोया �या पाया
तू जोड़ने लगा है

�ज़�दगी क� दौड़ म�
खुद को तू भूला है
आ�खरी बार कब
सुकून से चला है

�र�ते जो �बखरे
तू उन पर टूटा है
�कतने आए �कतनो
का साथ छूटा है

वो तुम हो या
म�
हर कोई इस पल से
 एक बार जूझा
है,

पर सुनो,
ये व� नह� है गुज़रा
तुम खुद को याद करना
तुम कौन हो तुम �या हो
ज़रा आइने म� देखना,

सोच कर ये जवाब
जो मु�कुरा रहे हो
ठहर� तुम वह�
अब खुद को पा रहे हो

अब खोइ �ई चीज़ो को
हँस कर याद करना
जो पाया तुमने अब
उसे महफूज़ रखना

पहली जीत अं�तम हार
याद आ गई है
मन म� हौसला 
�फर उ�मीद आ गई है 

उस जीत क� खुशी म� जैसे तुम
नाचे थे
उस हार म� खुद को तुम �कस
तरह से साँचे थे

बस ऐसे ही तु�ह� अभी भी आगे
बढ़ना है
ठहरे मत रहो अब भीड़ से
�नकलना है।

Ridhi Agarwal

Anna Gujral

Neha Dhiman



STUDENT'S CORNER

Savvy investors, millennials and even people from tier 2 and tier 3 cities of India have started investing in
cryptocurrencies." Also, he talked about the scope of Financial Literacy in the world full of risks and uncertainties.
"Crypto market is too big to ignore" Crypto is a more volatile asset than many more traditional assets. Therefore,
education and literacy on this digital asset is needed to ensure people are aware of the advantages and disadvantages.
Moreover, knowledge about cryptocurrencies and their use cases would protect investors from rushing towards
random cryptos, where investors end up losing their entire capital. Such valuable lessons are vital for any person who
wishes to attain financial literacy.investors should consider the volatility of cryptocurrency investments. “For
instance, we have recently witnessed a sharp drop in crypto prices. Although this fluctuation is natural with
cryptocurrency, one should make informed decisions and understand how the crypto market works before investing.
Therefore, financial literacy should include crypto and that’s not up for debate.” So, let’s study what crypto currency
is…. What is Crypto Currency? The word “crypto currency” is derived from the encryption techniques which are
used to secure networks. A crypto currency is a digital or virtual currency that is secured by cryptography, which
makes it nearly impossible to counterfeit or double-spend. Here, “Crypto” refers to various encryption algorithms and
cryptographic techniques that safeguard entries such as elliptical curve encryption, public private key pairs, and
hashing functions. Any cryptocurrencies are decentralized networks based on blockchain technology (a distributed
ledger enforced by a disparate network of computers. These are not issued by any central authority, rendering them
immune to government interference and manipulation. Many experts believe that blockchain and related technology
will disrupt finance and law and because of many such reasons it faces criticism. TYPES OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
The first blockchain based cryptocurrency was BITCOIN which still remains the most popular and most valuable.
Today, there are thousands of alternate crypto currencies with various functions and specifications. Bitcoin was
launched in 2009 by an individual group known by the pseudonym “Satoshi Nakamoto ''. 

The mind is our most powerful tool.Every few decades there is a drastic
change in how we view important societal and scientific problems.
What used to be a ridiculous idea yesterday can become the
predominant opinion today, only to turn into an obsolete notion
tomorrow.In the history of human beliefs, change is the only constant.
On this INTERNATIONAL LITERACY DAY, 2021, Sharat Chandra,
Blockchain and Emerging Tech Evangelist said "Crypto assets have
emerged as the new asset class. Despite regulatory uncertainty, Indians
have embraced crypto. India ranks second on the Global Crypto
Adoption Index published by Chainalysis. 

b y  T a n i y a  G u p t a

CRYPTO LITERACY
NEED OF AN HOUR

At present, there are over 18.9 million bitcoins in circulation
whereas only 21 million bitcoins exist, preventing both inflation
and manipulation. Some of the “altcoins”are: Litecoin : It is a
fork of Bitcoin Peercoin : It is a peer to peer crypto currency also
known as PPCoin or PPC. Namecoin: It was first to implement
merged mining and a decentralized DNS, also a first solution to
Zooko's Triangle. Ethereum : It is the community-run technology
powering the cryptocurrency, ether (ETH) and thousands of
decentralized applications. Dogecoin, created by two software
engineers to create a payment system as a joke but it is not a joke
anymore, having exploded in value and gained more than 5000%
in 2021. By august 2021, the aggregate value of all the
cryptocurrencies in existence is over 1.8 trillion US Dollars.
Conclusion: Cryptocurrency blockchains are highly secure, but
other aspects of a cryptocurrency ecosystem, including
exchanges and wallets, are not immune to the threat of hacking.
In Bitcoin's 10-year history, several online exchanges have been
the subject of hacking and theft, sometimes with millions of
dollars worth of "coins" stolen. Nonetheless, many observers see
potential advantages in cryptocurrencies, like the possibility of
preserving value against inflation and facilitating exchange while
being easier to transport and divide than precious metals and
existing outside the influence of central banks and governments.



“Ideas are a dime a dozen.”
~ Mary Kay Ash

When people act on their exceptional 
ideas and turn their vision into a startup, 
it gives rise to an enormous growth potential. To reap the maximum
benefits of this potential, the business must continue to expand and
multiply. One of the key factors that fuels this growth is the
availability of investment funds. 

In the initial phase, a new company uses either it’s founders’ savings,
resources or borrows from the founders’ relatives/ friends etc. to use
as capital. As the company grows, it requires funds from various
sources like banks, corporations, Angel investors, venture capitalists,
to name a few, in order to scale up its operations. To continue
growing, a company has the option to raise funding from the general
public as well. This is where the concept of an IPO, i.e, “Initial
Public Offer” steps in. An IPO denotes the very first sale of a
company’s share on the stock market. In simple words, when a
company offers its shares for purchase to the general public by listing
them on a stock exchange, it is known as an IPO. This implies that a
company ceases to be a private company (unlisted company) here and
becomes a public company (listed company). To understand this
better, it is imperative to know that a company is said to be private
when it is owned by a small number of members, which can be
promoters, angel investors, directors etc. and its Articles of
Association restrict free transferability of its shares. However, a
public company is owned by a large number of members and its
shares are freely transferable. 

So, what does this signify for a company? Whenever a company
launches an IPO, it not only receives funds for growth and expansion,
investing in infrastructure or attracting the best talent, but also an
allied responsibility to manage its affairs better in order to be able to
generate maximum returns for its shareholders so that they do not
suffer losses. Such losses not only ruin the company reputation but
also decrease investor confidence and it can eventually contribute to
lesser demand for the company’s shares in the stock market, thus,
bringing down its price.

For the investors, investment in an IPO gives them a share in the
company which comes with perks like a return on profits and voting
rights to participate in the company’s decision making in the capacity
according to their size of investment. 

The process to raise an IPO is not a simple one for the company.
They have to meet a lot of compliances mentioned under the
Companies Act, 2013 in India, for example. Initially, a company is
supposed to enter into agreements with underwriters and get
registered with at least one stock exchange to name a few of these
compliances.

Zomato’s recent IPO has been creating a lot of buzz in the market and
in the minds of investors, especially young investors. Until now, the
Rs 15,475-crore IPO for government-run coal mining major Coal
India, which closed in October 2010, is the biggest IPO in Indian
history. 

EFFECTS 
OF GST ON
MIDDLEMAN
b y  M u s k a n  S u r i

b y  V r i t i  T a n e j a

GST is an indirect tax which has
replaced many other indirect taxes in
india which used to exist before .The
goods and service tax was passed in the
parliament on 29 th march 2017. This
act came into effect on 1st july 2017.The
GST law in india is a
comprehensive,multistage,destination
based tax that is levied on every value
addition. GST has affected middleman
directly,as with the GST
implementation,the middleman will
come into the organized bracket and
they have to pay the tax for a very first
time. Being the middleman they make
gains from unbilled goods that do not
attract VAT. For instance, if a product
which should have cost the wholesaler
Rs. 112.5(assuming12.5% VAT and
Rs100 product cost) it will cost him only
Rs 100,so it was profit for wholesaler.
With the introduction of GST thy have
to pay the tax at every level. This lead to
an increase in compliance cost and
taxation for them. The result of GST at
every level of distribution made the
companies to think over their direct
network to reach retailers. FMCG( Fast
moving consumer goods) companies
liker Enami, Bajaj, Dabur corporations
that totally relied upon layers up
middleman are now setting up their
direct network to reach the retailers.
Companies say that their decision to
reduce dependence on wholesaler
network while increasing focus on direct
distributon will help to mitigate
challenge of GST. From ENAMI LTD
To DABUR INDIA, is trying to reduce
their dependence on wholesale market.
Before GST implementation wholesale
contributed 50-52% on Enami overall
sales, but after GST implmentaion it
reducce to 40-42%. After the
implementation of GST the profit
margins of wholesaler remains low as
1% . Since under the GST regime every
invoice pertaining to taxabe supply has
to be uploaded on GSTs common portal
has to be accepted by buyer and
wholesalrer are unable to escape their
tax liablity. Nowadays, the wholesaler
sector is undergoing a major change in a
way they do business . The
implementation of GST has reduced the
cost advantage of wholesalers
drastically. They are in very big loss.

WHAT IS AN

IPO?



WHY SHOULD YOU START
INVESTING YOUNG?
BY MANSI

Before we understand why one
should start investing let’s talk
about what happens if you choose
not to invest.
Assume you earn 50,000 per month
of which you spend 30, 000
towards your expenses, and left
with 20, 000 in surplus every
month, and you choose not to
invest this monthly surplus and
leave the cash as it is. Now the
question arises how much money
will you have in 20 years.

Here is the Maths for simplicity, 
Let’s ignore tax and other
finance.
1st year you earn 6,00,000/-
which means 
50,000 per month * 12 months.
Your early saving is 2,40,000/-
i.e, 20,000 * 12.
So on so forth

After 20 years of hard work, you
accumulate 4800000 rs. Now
consider this, instead of saving
cash, you choose to invest the
cash in an investment instrument
that grows at 12% per annum. 

For example, at the end of 1st
year, you retained 2,40,000 which
you decide to invest in financial
instruments like stocks, bonds,
mutual funds, etc at 12% per
annum for the next 19years, so on
and forth. At the end of 19years,
the first investment of 2,40,000
grows to 2,027,063/-

a)Fixed Income.
Fixed income instruments are assets
with limited risk and limited returns.
The typical return from a fixed income
is between 7% to 10%. Investing in
Fixed income is best if you are afraid
of risk and want to protect your money.

b) Equity
Investment in equities means buying
and selling of shares.
When investors invest in shares it
involves high risk, unlike fixed income,
there is no capital guarantee. But if we
talk about returns from equity
investment can be extremely attractive.
It generated between 14%-15% CAGR
over the past 15 years.
Investing in some best companies
generates more than 20% CAGR in the
long run. CAGR means compound
annual growth rate. I require skill, hard
work, and patience.

c) Real Estate
Real Investment involves buying and
selling commercial and non-
commercial land. This exchange of
buying and selling can be complex and
involves legal verification of
documents. And cash involved in real
estate investment is usually quite large.
And there is no official metric to
measure the return generated from real
estate.

d) Gold
Investment in Gold and Silver
Commodity is perceived as the safest
investment option ever. Gold and silver
over the long-term period have
appreciated in value and generally
resulted in returns of approx 7% to 8%
over the last 20 years.

Diversification
Your investment should have a strong
mix of equity, bonds, fixed income,
gold, etc. It is wise to diversify your
investment among the various assets to
create a powerful investment portfolio.
This technique is referred to as “Assets
allocation”.

Young professionals can take higher
risks. Typically, such investors should
allocate 70% of equity and 30% of gold
and Fixed income. The percentage in
which one allocate investments across
assets depends on the individual on the
risk appetite

That’s why you should start
investing at a young age.
To summarize, you have three
important reasons to start
investing young -
-Deal with inflation
-To meet your financial goal.
-Create wealth

Now the next question arises -
where you should invest and what
are the returns one can expect by
making these investments?

The important factor when it
comes to investing is to choose
suitable assets which match your
risk capacity attitude. But here are
the most popular asset are

a) Fixed Income
b) Equity
c) Real Estate
d) Gold
If an investment is considered
safe, then the return will be
moderate and vice versa. This
means the higher the risk, the
higher the return. So risk and
return are like two sides of a
similar coin.



CAIRN ARBITRATION: 
US VS INDIA
Cairn Energy PLC is a public limited, British oil and gas exploration
company. It was founded in 1981 by Sir Bill Gammell. It holds the
responsibility of exploration, development and production of assets.
Cairn extension started in 1986 with the discovery of gas near
Chittagong, Bangladesh. In early 2001, Cairn discovered the first
gudo field in Rajasthan following Saraswati in 2001. Their biggest
discovery was Mangala in 2003. Cairn India is an oil and gas
exploration private company and was merged with Vedanta limited. 

By Ekta Gupta

INDIAN GOVERNMENT AGAINST THE TRIBUNAL
Cairn proposed that if the government agrees to prosecute the award, then it will invest the entire money of principal
amount of $1.2 billion and interest of $500 million. Still the government is unlikely to accept the verdict. The official
of the Indian government said that the Republic of India will not accept the offer made by Cairn but is open to settle
on different terms. They said that they will settle the dispute by paying 50% of the principal amount and get a waiver
of interest and cost. They also said it is a dispute about tax not investment and there is no way that the Republic of
India is going to accept this and settle this with legal frameworks. The Indian government has filed an appeal with
the Dutch Courts against the decision of the Hague. One of the reasons for the Indian government to refuse the
proposal is that it will impact similar court cases and also that the company used the tribunal decision to increase the
possibility of Asset Seizure. Cairn was unmoved by this appeal against international arbitration and had planned to
file an individual complaint for the seizure of Indian assets in foreign countries. If the government accepts the
proposal then they will be left unguarded for future cases.

In 2007, it was listed on sget final shareholder approval in December 
2010 and acquired 58.8% of Cairn India from Cairn Energy. While 
waiting for government approval on its agreement, Vedanta acquired 
additional 18.5% on the open market including 10.4% stakes from 
Petronas for $1.5 billion. Cairn India has also co- sponsored Indian 
hockey team for a period of three years. It has also gained various awards and recognitions as such ‘Superbrand’
status in 2011, Blue Dart Global CSR award in 2012 and many more. It was incorporated in New Jersey in August
2006 as a wholly owned subsidiary of Cairn UK Holdings Limited (CUHL), incorporated in the UK in June 2006. In
August 2006, Cairn India Limited (CIL) formed and wholly owned CUHL. CUHL decided to transfer all its Indian
assets to this new entity. The transfer was quite hazy and involved multiple intermediaries.

The dispute is mainly an ongoing tax and investment dispute since 2005-06 between Cairn Energy and the government of
India. It includes Ex post facto law (retroactively changes the legal consequences of actions that were committed before the
enactment of the law), bilateral investment treaties (terms and conditions for the investment of companies of one state with
another) and International Arbitration between private and sovereign states. And we can also say that it is a conflict between
Cairn Energy PLC with Cairn UK Holdings Limited Vs. The Republic of India. The Income Tax authorities in India thought
that since UK Cairn made capital gain then it should pay tax up to Rs.24,500 crore but UK Cairn didn’t follow and refused to
do so. Cairn lost at Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT). In December 2011, Cairn had sold most of its assets around
59.9% to Vedanta (subsidiary of Vedanta resources). During the suspension of ongoing Arbitration, tax authorities seized the
cairn in India and sold them off. Cairn Claimed that what happened was an illegal action and wanted compensation from
India, but the Tax department refused. In 2015, they approached The Hague under UNCITRAL rules of Arbitration, 1976.
The tribunal believed that this was a gross violation and asked India to fully compensate Cairn for selling off the assets and
not refunding. Cairn stated that there was a breach of India- UK BIT. India- UK BIT was an agreement that was made to
protect and promote investment. It was signed in 1994. Its purpose was to create favourable conditions for the investors to
invest in the territory of other states. Now according to the results the Indian government has to pay $1.2 billion plus interest
and cost to Cairn. However, the Indian government objected to the tribunal’s competent jurisdiction to try the arbitration.

SEIZING INDIAN GOVERNMENT ASSETS IN FRANCE
Cairn enforced the award in various different countries such as US, UK, Canada, France, Singapore, Mauritius, UAE,
Cayman Island, and Netherland.The French Court, Tribunal Judicial de Paris, on June 11 allowed Britain Cairn
Energy PLC to seize 20 Indian government properties in Paris. These properties valued over 20 million Euros. In
May 2021, Cairn brought a lawsuit in the US against Air India to enforce the $1.2 billion arbitration award. Cairn
said if the Indian judiciaries refuse to settle, then they will take all necessary legal actions to protect the interest of
their shareholders. Some news reports showed that Cairn had frozen Indian governments’ state-owned properties;
however the officials of the Indian government denied that they had not received any order or notice from the French
court in this regard. Even the appeal filed by the Indian Authorities was unaffected on the arbitral award and the
Indian assets were seized.

The dispute between Cairn and India has caused India bad reputation and loss in goodwill. The disputes cover the breach of Bilateral
Investment Treaty (BIT). The Indian government and Cairn are trying to recover the dispute by going back and forth on different

proposals. After the result in The Hague, the Indian government has filed a suit in The Dutch Court. It is going to be interesting to
watch how Indian Authorities will refrain from paying the amount to be payable to the Cairn or Foreign Investors.



GREEN SHOE OPTION - 
A STABILIZING MECHANISM
BY AMISHA KAPOOR

Green shoe option..after reading this you must be thinking of a
green coloured shoe right? Well it's not that let us understand it
in detail.

As we all know how huge the stock market is and how complex
it is ...out of its various operating mechanisms one is the green
shoe option..

Let's first understand what this term means.. actually green shoe
option is a stabilizing mechanism used by a company commonly
known as issuer to stabilize the price of its shares especially after
the IPO i.e. initial public offer .It is an option of allocating shares
in excess of the shares included in the public issue.

Now you must be thinking what is IPO. Most of us who invest in
stocks of a company know what an IPO (initial public offering).
An IPO is the first sale of a stock or share by a company to the
public. Companies offering an IPO are sometimes new, young
companies, or companies that already exists but now decides to
go public.. actually we can say it's the first time when company
issues its shares in the primary market directly to the investors
...it's company to investor issue unlike secondary market where
shares are transferred from investor to investor...
Before investing in an IPO, we go through the offer document of
the company to know more about it. A listed company is legally
bound to abide by commitments made in the offer document.
That offer document also mentions a technical word called
“Green shoe option”.

ORIGIN OF THE GREENSHOE
The term "green shoe" came from the Green Shoe
Manufacturing Company (now called Stride Rite
Corporation), founded in 1919. It was the first
company to implement the greenshoe clause into
their underwriting agreement.

In India ICICI bank was the first one to use Green
Shoe Option in its public issue through book
building mechanism...

Now let's understand it in detail...
The green shoe option allows companies to
stabilise share prices during the 30-day
stabilisation period immediately after listing.
This involves purchase of equity shares from the
market by the company-appointed agent in case
the shares fall below issue price. The green shoe
option is exercised by a company making a public
issue. The issuer company uses green shoe option
during IPO to ensure that the shares price on the
stock exchanges does not fall below the issue price
after issue of shares. Green shoe is a kind of option
which is primarily used at the time of IPO or
listing of any stock to ensure a successful opening
price. Any company when it decides to go public
generally prefers the IPO route, which it does with
the help of big investment bankers also called
underwriters. These underwriters are responsible
for making the public issue successful and finding
the buyers for the company's shares. They are paid
a certain amount of commission to do this work.
Green shoe option is a clause contained in the
underwriting agreement of an IPO.

The green shoe option is also often referred to as
an over-allotment provision. It allows the
underwriting syndicate to buy up to an additional
15% of the shares at the offering price if public
demand for the shares exceeds expectations and
the stock trades above its offering price. From an
investor's perspective, an issue with the green shoe
option provides more probability of getting shares
and also that post listing price may show relatively
more stability as compared to the market.

WORKING OF THE MECHANISM
A company desirous of availing this option, should in the resolution of the general meeting authorising the public
issue, seek authorisation also for the possibility of allotment of further shares to the ‘Stabilising Agent’ (SA) at
the end of the stabilisation period.

The company should appoint one of the merchant bankers or book runners, amongst the issue management team,
As the “stabilising agent” (SA), who will be responsible for the price stabilisation process, if required. The SA
shall enter into an agreement with the issuer company, prior to filing of offer document with SEBI, clearly stating
all the terms and conditions relating to this option including fees charged/expenses to be incurred by SA for this
purpose. The SA should also enter into an agreement with the promoter(s) or pre-issue shareholders who will lend
their shares under the provisions of this scheme, specifying the maximum number of shares that may be borrowed
from the promoters or the shareholders, which shall not be in excess of 15% of the total issue size.
The details of the agreements mentioned above should be disclosed in the draft prospectus, the draft Red Herring
prospectus, Red Herring prospectus and the final prospectus. The agreements should also be included as material
documents for public inspection. The lead merchant banker or the Lead Book Runner, in consultation with the
SA, shall determine the amount of shares to be over-allotted with the public issue, subject to the maximum
number specified above.

continued on next page...



In case of an initial public offer by a unlisted company, the promoters and pre-issue shareholders and in case of
public issue by a listed company, the promoters and pre-issue shareholders holding more than 5% shares, may lend
the shares subject to the provisions of this scheme. The SA should borrow shares from the promoters or the pre-
issue shareholders of the issuer company or both, to the extent of the proposed over-allotment. However, The shares
so referred shall be in dematerialized form only. The allocation of these shares should be on pro rata basis to all the
applicants.
The stabilisation mechanism should be available for the period disclosed by the company in the prospectus, Which
shall not exceed 30 days from the date when trading permission was given by the exchange(s). The SA should open
a special account with a bank to be called the “Special Account for GSO proceeds of company” (hereinafter referred
to as the GSO Bank Account) and a special account for securities with a depository participant to be called the
“Special Account of GSO shares of company” (hereinafter referred to as the GSO Demat Account).
The money received from the applicants against the over-allotment in the green shoe option should be kept in the
GSO Bank Account, distinct from the issue account and shall be used for the purpose of buying shares from the
market, during the stabilisation period.

The shares returned to the promoters as above, as the case may be, shall be subject to the remaining lock-in-period
as provided in lock-in or pre-issue share capital of an unlisted company.
The SA shall remit an amount equal to (further shares allotted by the issuer company to the GSO Demat Account)
(Issue Price) to the issuer company from the GSO Bank Account. The amount left in this account, if any, after this
remittance and deduction of expenses incurred by the SA for the stabilisation mechanism, shall be transferred to the
investor protection fund(s) established by SEBI. The GSO Bank Account shall be closed soon thereafter.

The SA should submit a report to the stock exchange(s) on a daily basis during the stabilisation period. The SA
should also submit a final report to SEBI in the format specified in Schedule XII. This report shall be signed by the
SA and the company. This report shall be accompanied with a depository statement for the “GSO Demat Account”
for the stabilisation period, indicating the flow of the shares into and from the account. The report shall also be
accompanied by an undertaking given by the SA and countersigned by the depository(ies) regarding
confirmation of lock-in on the shares returned to the promoters in lieu of the shares borrowed from them for the
purpose of the stabilisation.

The SA shall maintain a register in respect of each issue having the green shoe option in which he acts as a SA. The
register shall contain the details of -each transaction effected in the course of the stabilising action, the price, date
and time.
– the details of the promoters from whom the shares are borrowed and the number of shares borrowed
from each; and
– details of allotments made. The register must be retained for a period of at least three years from the date of the
end of the stabilising period. For the aforesaid, over allotment shall mean an allotment or allocation of shares in
excess of the size of a public issue, made by the SA out of shares borrowed from the promoters or the pre-issue
shareholders or both, in pursuance of green shoe option exercised by the company in accordance with the provisions
of the scheme.

INDIAN INFOLINE
HOLDINGS LIMITED
BY EKTA GUPTA

facilitates the smooth acquisition and servicing of the large customer base with a network of 758 business
locations over 346 cities across India. It launched Broking Service through the online trading portal in 2000 and
widened their distribution network. Currently IIFL Holdings Limited is the India’s leading financial group with
divergent operating business, predominantly non-banking and housing finance, wealth and asset management,
Broking, financial product distribution etc. in March, 2008, IIFL Joined hands with Auerbach Grayson &
Company Inc. to offer US investors premium access to investing in India. Its subsidiaries- IIFL Home Finance
Limited and Samasta Microfinance Limited provide a wide range of home loans and mortgages. It also involves
gold loans, developer and construction finance, capital market finance and business loans.

InIIL or India Infoline Limited or IIFL is a diversified financial service
company incorporated as Probity Research and Service Private Limited in
Mumbai in the year of 1995. It can be said that it is a mentor for information
advice as well as transaction execution of financial services. It was founded
by Nirmal Jain, an alumnus of Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad.
It was appraised by Forbes as the best of the wed and must be read for
investors as it has proven its research capabilities. It is the top independent
financial service entity in India in terms of Market Capitalisation. It  

continued on next page...
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SUBSIDIARIES OF IIFL
Indian Infoline Finance Limited has many subsidiary
companies located in India which provides finance services
loke loans and mortgages. Some of those companies are –
 
IIFL Housing Finance Limited- It is a public
company, introduced on 26 December 2006 and
classified as a non-government company, registered
under the registrar of the companies, Mumbai. It is
registered as a Housing finance company with the
National Housing Bank. It is a subsidiary company of
IIFL finance. It includes affordable home loans, small
ticket sized home loans, secured MSME loans and
project loans. Kranti Sinha, Venkataraman Rajamani,
Srinivasan Sridhar, Nirmal Bhanwarlal Jain, Arun
Kumar Purwar, Monu Ratra are the Directors of IIFL
Home Finance Limited.

IIFL Asset Management (Mauritius) Limited- It is
a part of IIFL Wealth Group and a global asset
management firm in India. It is a Hedge Fund
Organisation. Various investors across the world
partake in India’s growth story due to its differentiated
products. The company is based in Port Louis,
Mauritius. It intervenes 15 private funds and has less
than $150 million assets under the management. It is
diversified suite of mutual funds, alternative
investment funds and venture capital funds span public
and private equities, fixed income securities and real
estate. 

Samasta Microfinance Limited- It was introduced in
March 2008. It is ranked as the systematically non-
banking company- Micro finance Institution and also
committed to work towards women's economic
empowerment. Since its inception, it has been
providing affordable financial products to women
from unbanked sections of society in rural as well as
semi urban regions. 

IIFL Wealth (UK) Limited- It is a private limited
company, incorporated on 18th February 2008. There
are no mortgages or charges have been registered for
this company. It is located in England. It is an industry
of loan companies and other monetary intermediation.

IIFL Properties Private Limited- It is a private
company, established on 11 September, 1997 in
Mumbai city, Maharashtra. It is involved in the
metalworking service activities like manufacturing
fabricated metal products. It is a non-government
company, limited by its shares. Sunil Ramachandran
and Ankit Ghanshyam Lahoti are the directors of this
entity.

IIFL Asset Management- It is an India focussed,
global asset management fund. It mainly offers
uniquely structured products to cover diverse
investment requirements of stakeholders. The entity
focuses on investment and capital ventures, public and
private equities, fixed income securities and real estate
fund portfolios. It participated in fundraisers by digital
payment providers Pine labs via late-stage tech fund. 

PACT WITH ASIAN
DEVELOPMENT BANK
IIFL Housing Finance has signed an agreement with
Asian Development Bank (ADB) for technical
assistance to foster the green building ecosystem and
affordable housing in India with the total cost of the
activities exercised around $1 million. This will
nurture the market research initiatives to amplify the
green housing market and value chain. “This program
will integrate green landing and climate adaptation
strategies in the context of affordable housing in
India'' said Monu Ratra (ED and CEO of IIFL
Housing Finance Ltd.). he also said that they look
forward to this collaboration and aspire to work
towards the achievement of common and established
goal of creating a sustainable ecosystem. This
association will lead to flaming a green affordable
housing movement in India. This technical assistance
(TA) will make the developers and other stakeholders
in the affordable housing market receptive to climate
risk mitigation and adaptation and green certified
housing standards. The TA will also train the IIFL’s
technical team as well as the staff of housing board
and housing developers to build the housing sector’s
climate durability capacity on climate adaptation
measures and the green certification process for
climate resilient buildings.

As we all know that IIFL is India’s leading
economical housing finance company, pamper mostly
to those of lower income segments and first-time
homeowners. IIFL Housing Finance Limited will
support, monitor and coordinate the activities under
the TA programme through its expertise and
knowledge and their green value partners so as to
overcome the desired outcome as anticipated. The
activities TA includes are promotional activities,
capacity building, research and innovation. The has
already taken it by addressing a green building
initiative as an affordable housing project through its
knowledgeable platform Kutumb, which provide
resources on financing, technical proficiency on green
construction and certification and following social,
environmental and government standards.

IIFL Finance has provided a full suite of financial
services since 1995 and has achieved various
rewards and recognitions.

It has received the ‘Golden Peacock Award for
Risk Management’ at Singapore Global
convention on board leadership and risk
management for the year 2019.

At the recently held Bloomberg UTV Financial
Leadership Awards, 2011, IIFL has been awarded
as the ‘Best equity Broker of the Year’.

IIFL also won ‘The Best Private Banking
Services, overall, India’ award at Euromoney
Private Banking and wealth Management survey,
2016.

AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

https://businessjargons.com/housing-finance-company.html#:~:text=Definition%3A%20The%20Housing%20Finance%20Company,the%20construction%20of%20new%20houses.
https://privatefunddata.com/fund-companies/iifl-asset-management-mauritius-limited/
https://www.zaubacorp.com/director/SUNIL-RAMACHANDRAN/07118609
https://www.tofler.in/ankit-ghanshyam-lahoti/director/06972570
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinelabs?trk=organization-update_share-update_update-text
https://www.adb.org/
https://www.iifl.com/finance/mr-monu-ratra
https://customerportal.iifl.com/kutumb/index.php
http://goldenpeacockaward.com/golden-peacock-risk-management-award.html


AMAZON 
ONLINE SHOPPING
Amazon.com is the biggest American multinational company.
It focuses on e-commerce and online retailing throughout the
world. It is a global selling online site. It is the biggest
multinational company competing against Google, Apple,
Microsoft and Facebook. It was founded on July 5th, 1994 by
Jeff Bezos. It was a marketplace for books but later on
expanded to furniture, games, clothing, toys, food etc. In 2017,
it suppressed Walmart (low-cost retailer with an expansive
supply chain, delivers goods from suppliers to its stores). It is
the world's most valuable brand and second largest private
employer in the US. It has more than 60000 Indian workers
selling made in India products. Most people don’t know that
Jeff Bezos chose its name based on its association with the vast
South American river. All the board of directors in this
company are American except for “Indra Nooyi”, the former
CEO of PepsiCo.

B Y  E K T A  G U P T A

Trading in various products:
Amazon.com is the king of shopping sites which provides both
heterogeneous as well as homogeneous products. It sells its
products either directly or as a middleman between other traders. 
It gives its customer a right of choice. Customers can choose any
product according to their own taste and preferences. Its web
service business includes cloud computing (renting data storage and
computing resources). It’s a leading market for Kindle e-book
readers. There are various products in which amazon trades like
Electronics (computers, laptops, televisions, refrigerators etc.),
clothing, shoes, cameras, as well as automobiles like motorbike.
Also, it includes a whole food market. It also provides various
services like music, movies, games etc. recently it started providing
healthcare services in the US because of Covid-19 pandemic.

Stock Prices:
Amazon reached the level of $1 trillion for
the first time in September 2018. But after
that, its shares have been in free fall losing
27% of its value. It was at its worst pace
in the first quarter of 2018 since the
recession of 2008. After falling short of
wall street expectations, Amazon said that
it’s currently in investment mode and has
spent more than $800 million on its one-
day free shipping program for its prime
members. Its shares were up 17% in 2019.
According to current observations, at the
end of the year 2020-21 the opening price
of financial securities of Amazon.com was
3064.06 USD and closing price was
3094.06 USD. As for the opening of this
year, that is on 1st April, 2021, the market
open with the price 3117.94 USD of
Amazon.com with the closure of 3161.00
USD. There is also a 38% rise in the net
sales of Amazon and 84% net income
surge in fiscal 2020.Investment and Returns:

At the beginning of Amazon.com, within 3 days the sales went to
$20000 per week in 1994. In 1995, Jeff Bezos raised the funding to
$8 million. After that in 1997, the share value of Amazon was $18
per share. By 1997, consumers could browse more than 2.5 million
titles and its revenue reached $148 million. And in the next few
years, Amazon was able to sell more than Books. As per current
observations in past few years its revenue is increasing. Its revenue
till 31st march, 2021 was 41.47% increasing year over year.
According to past years data, revenue for 2020, 37.62% more from
2019 and for the year of 2019, 20.45% more from 2018.

Customers satisfaction 
and criticism:
As we all know that Amazon.com is the best
online retailer and also provides various
choices to its customers which leads to
higher satisfaction in them. It allows its
users to learn about each and every product.
In December, 2020 Amazon forbade the
customers and sellers from giving product
reviews. It provides various services like
installation of electronic products, delivery,
accurate details of the product etc. It also
provides good packaging of the product
which assures the customers about the safety
of the product. It also provides various
goods along with products like coupons, free
gifts, discounts etc. However, there are also
some criticisms from the customers about
the delivered product to be damaged or to be
delivered at the wrong place.

Amazon during pandemic:
As we all know that Amazon has been an
outstanding performer through the global
pandemic and played a major role by
providing daily supplies and essential
necessities to the consumers. Amazon held
off taking deliveries for the non-necessary
items or extended delivery dates. Most
recently they hired 100,000 new employees,
raised wages, supported the safety of the
workforce offering sick leaves and tried to
cope up with the demand. 

Tax Affairs:
According to the report released by Fair tax
Mark (NPO community benefit society) in
2019, Amazon has paid 12% effective tax
rate from 2010 to 2018, also 35% corporate
tax rate in the US during the same period.
Many studies say that Amazon.com is the
worst offender of tax avoidance.



ACADEMIC RECORD

NAME OF

SCHOLARSHIP
AWARDED TO

NAME OF

STUDENT

ROLL

NO
COURSE YEAR

GANESH DAS

AGNIHOTRI

MEMORIAL

SCHOLARSHIP

BEST ALL ROUND

STUDENT OF

COMMERCE

SIMNU BHATIA 18504036 B.COM (H) 3RD

SULTAN CHAND

MEMORIAL

SCHOLARSHIP

HIGHEST MARKS IN

B.COM(H) IST YEAR

KANIKA

PHALSWAL
19504024 B.COM (H) 2ND

USHA

AGGARWAL

TEJASWI /

TEJASWINI

SCHOLARSHIP

B.COM (P) I YR NEW

COURSE, SCORES

HIGHEST MARKS.

(BEING ABOVE 70

AGGREGATE OF

INTERNAL &

EXTERNAL IN ALL

THE PAPERS) IN

DELHI.

KHUSHI SINGH 19503044 B.COM (P) 2ND

B COM (P) IIYR

EXAMINATION SAME

AS ABOVE.

KIRAN 18503014 B.COM (P) 3RD

DR. MISS USHA

AGGARWAL

TRUST

SCHOLARSHIP

B.COM (H) RESULT

OF 2ND SEMESTER

(HIGHEST % OF

AGGREGATE) TO BE

GIVEN IN 3RD

SEMESTER.

GARIMA 19504046 B.COM (H) 2ND

DR. MISS USHA

AGGARWAL

TRUST

SCHOLARSHIP

ENDOWMENT.

HIGHEST % OF

MARKS IN ALL

PAPERS IN THE

COLLEGE IN B.COM

(H) 4TH SEMESTER.

SWATI 18504039 B.COM (H) 3RD



DR. MISS USHA

AGGARWAL

TRUST

SCHOLARSHIP

ENDOWMENT

HIGHEST MARKS IN

B.COM(P) RESULT OF

4TH SEM

ANCHAL GUPTA 18503195 B.COM (P) 3RD

SHRI SULTAN

CHAND

MEMORIAL

SCHOLARSHIP

ENDOWMENT

HIGHEST MARKS IN

B.COM (H) IIND YEAR

SECURE ABOVE 70 %

IN AGGREGATE

RITU 18504043 B.COM (H) 3RD

ROHIT

MALHOTRA

SCHOLARSHIP

AWARDED TO B.COM

(HONS) FIRST YEAR

STUDENT (WHO IS IN

DESPERATE NEEDS

OF FINANCIAL HELP

(I)

SONIA

PHARTIYAL
20504026 B.COM (H) IST

SCHOLARSHIP WILL

CONTINUE TILL

COURSE

COMPLETION WITH

RENEWAL EVERY

YEAR)                      (2)

SEJAL KHANNA 19504027 B.COM (H) 2ND

SCHOLARSHIP WILL

CONTINUE TILL

COURSE

COMPLETION WITH

RENEWAL EVERY

YEAR)               (3)

RITU 18504043 B.COM (H) 3RD

ROHIT

MALHOTRA

SCHOLARSHIP

MERIT SCHOLARSHIP

AWARDED TO

STUDENTS SECURING

HIGHEST

(CUMULATIVE %)

MARKS IN SEM I, II &

III IN FOLLOWING

COURSES EACH



B COM (PROG) KHUSHI JAIN 19503052 B.COM (P) 2ND

B COM (HONS) TANYA GOEL 19504021 B.COM (H) 2ND

LATE PROF B P

MAURYA

MEMORIAL

SCHOLARSHIP

BEST ALL ROUND

STUDENTS FROM

WEAKER SECTION

(ECONOMICALLY

WEAK) FROM ALL

THREE STREAMS

(HUMANITIES,

SCIENCES AND

COMMERCE

HARSHITA 18503052 B.COM.(P) 3RD

MANJU

GAMBHIR

MEMORIAL

SCHOLARSHIP

ECONOMICALLY

WEAKER STUDENT

OF IIIRD YEAR

COMMERCE) WITH

GOOD ACADEMIC

RECORD

HARSHITA 18503052 B.COM. (P) 3RD

O GRADE STUDENTS

Name Course Roll No. Present
Semester

Paper

Anisha Batra B.Com 17033503018 Graduated Advertising

Anisha Batra B.Com 17033503018 Graduated Management Accounting

Anisha Batra B.Com 17033503018 Graduated Organizational Behaviour

Kanika
Phalswal B.Com H 19033504012 4 Financial Accounting

Kanika
Phalswal B.Com H 19033504012 4 Corporate Accounting

Kanika B.Com H 19033504012 4 Corporate Laws

http://b.com/
http://b.com/


Phalswal

Kiran B.Com 18033503002 6
Computer Applications in

Business

Kiran B.Com 18033503002 6 Cost Accounting

Kiran B.Com 18033503002 6 Corporate Accounting

Nandini
Goyal B.Com 17033503085 Graduated Advertising

Nandini
Goyal

B.Com 17033503085 Graduated Management Accounting

Nandini
Goyal

B.Com 17033503085 Graduated Personal selling and
salesmanship

Neha B.Com 17033503074 Graduated Advertising

Neha B.Com 17033503074 Graduated Management Accounting

Neha B.Com 17033503074 Graduated Personal selling and
salesmanship

Palak B.Com 17033503003 Graduated Advertising

Palak B.Com 17033503003 Graduated Human Resource Management

Palak B.Com 17033503003 Graduated Management Accounting

Palak B.Com 17033503003 Graduated Organizational Behaviour

Preeti Sharma B.Com 18033504021 6 E-Commerce

Preeti Sharma B.Com H 18033504021 6 Business Mathematics

Preeti Sharma B.Com H 18033504021 6 Cost Accounting

Preeti Sharma B.Com H 18033504021 6 Cost Accounting

Preeti Sharma B.Com H 18033504021 6 Entrepreneurship

Ranjana
Wadhwa B.Com 17033503012 Graduated Advertising

http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/


Ranjana
Wadhwa

B.Com 17033503012 Graduated Management Accounting

Ranjana
Wadhwa

B.Com 17033503012 Graduated Personal selling and
salesmanship

Reema B.Com 17033503078 Graduated Advertising

Reema B.Com 17033503078 Graduated Management Accounting

Reema B.Com 17033503078 Graduated Organizational Behaviour

Ritu B.Com H 18033504010 6 E-Commerce

Ritu B.Com H 18033504010 6 Business Mathematics

Ritu B.Com H 18033504010 6 Cost Accounting

Ritu
B.Com H

18033504010
6 Computer Applications in

Business

Ritu B.Com H 18033504010 6 Entrepreneurship

Shivani B.Com 17033503073 Graduated Advertising

Shivani B.Com 17033503073 Graduated Personal selling and
salesmanship

Shivani B.Com 17033503073 Graduated Organizational Behaviour

Shivani Goel B.Com H 17033504002 Graduated Management Accounting

Shivani Goel B.Com H 17033504002 Graduated Auditing and Corporate
Governance

Shivani Goel B.Com H 17033504002 Graduated Fundamentals of Investment

Shivani Goel B.Com H 17033504002 Graduated Advertising

Shweta Gupta B.Com H 17033503068 Graduated Management Accounting

Shweta Gupta B.Com H 17033503068 Graduated Personal selling and
salesmanship

Shweta Gupta B.Com 17033503068 Graduated Organizational Behaviour

http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/


Simnu Bhatia B.Com H 18033504008 6 E-Commerce

Simnu Bhatia B.Com H 18033504008 6 Income Tax

Simnu Bhatia B.Com H 18033504008 6 Business Mathematics

Simnu Bhatia B.Com H 18033504008 6 Cost Accounting

Simnu Bhatia
B.Com H 18033504008 6 Computer Applications in

Business

Simnu Bhatia B.Com H 18033504008 6 Entrepreneurship

Swati B.Com H 18033504009 6 Income Tax

Swati B.Com H 18033504009 6 Business Mathematics

Swati B.Com H 18033504009 6 Cost Accounting

Swati
B.Com H

18033504009
6 Computer Applications in

Business

Swati B.Com H 18033504009 6 Entrepreneurship

Tanu Singh B.Com H 18033504005 6 E-Commerce

Tanu Singh B.Com H 18033504005 6 Business Mathematics

Tanu Singh B.Com H 18033504005 6 Cost Accounting

Tanu Singh
B.Com H

18033504005
6 Computer Applications in

Business

Tanu Singh B.Com H 18033504005 6 Entrepreneurship

http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
http://b.com/
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http://b.com/
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